ADDENDUM NO. 2

DATE: JUNE 26, 2019

TO: ALL PLAN HOLDERS OF THE:
TENNANT AVENUE SEWER MAIN PROJECT

FROM: DAVID GITTLESON – CITY OF MORGAN HILL

SUBJECT: ADDITIONS/CHANGES

UNDER "TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS"

1. (Section 33 05 07.23-Horizontal Auger Boring):

   ADD the following to Part 3.1:
   “F: The Cal-OSHA Underground Classification for the Project has been obtained and is provided in Appendix C. The Underground Classification Notice shall be conspicuously posted at the jobsite. Perform Work in conformance with the underground classification.”.

2. (Appendix)

   ADD attached Cal-OSHA Underground Classification to Appendix C.

ADDENDUM ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Bidder acknowledges receipt of this addendum, which shall be attached to the proposal.

Contractor’s Representative ______________________ Date ______________________

THIS DOCUMENT AND ATTACHMENTS SHALL BECOME PART OF THE PROJECTS SPECIFICATION